DTH Engineering was founded in 1983 with a view to
supplying machine parts to various local industries and was
subsequently awarded accreditation under certificate
BS5750 in March 1994, later to become 9001:2008. The
continued growth of the business necessitated moving to
larger premises within Worksop during the year 2000.
DTH Engineering is a precision engineering company
specialising in the production of components, and assemblies
to exacting tolerances for numerous companies.
In order to facilitate customers with a fast turnaround and
high standards of accuracy and surface finish, the company
invested in several computerised milling centres which
includes 3-axis milling.

Ever seeking new technology, DTH has further invested in two Tornado 3 Axis CNC Barfeed Turning Centres
with the intention of supplying new and existing customers with multiple quantities of products in various
materials up to 80mm diameter.

This strategy has contributed to the company maintaining its competitive edge.

DTH Engineering has the capacity, resource and
experience, which combined with the CNC milling and
turning facilities, provides customers with a fast, efficient
service.
Additionally, in-house tool making facilities further improve
customer service levels and product quality.
ALL components are supplied to customers cleaned and
packaged for immediate assembly into the customer’s
product without further inspection. Certificates of conformity
are supplied on request with all consignments and full
document traceability.
DTH Engineering works with various materials including
plastics, stainless steels, tool steels and special steels, and
provides a full heat treatment service.

DTH Engineering are happy to supply individual parts or complete
units an ideal service for development projects.

Dedicated to quality.

DTH Engineering has a broad as well as a diverse

•

CNC Milling

customer base which reflects our commitment to

•

CNC Turning

providing our clients with quality products at the right

•

Heat Treatment Service

price. Over the past 30 years our staff have gained
and developed a unique ethos through supplying our

Although a forward looking company DTH have

customers with precision products that have

nevertheless retained some of it’s more original

effectively met their needs.

machinery to facilitate a maintenance service.
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